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0. Introduction
The problem of characterizing positive additive functionals of Markov
processes by means of their expectation (called characteristic) has been studied
by Volkonsky [5], Meyer [Part II of 3], and Motoo and S. Watanabe [1]. In
the present paper we shall give a characterization of square-integrable additive
functionals with expectation zero.
Our method is different from, and more elementary than, those of Meyer,
Motoo and S. Watanabe; it is a version of the method adopted by Meyer [Part
I of 3, 4] in the study of absolute continuity of two Markov processes. Our
method is also used for characterizing almost additive functionals without
assuming the strong Markov property.
Let X=(#f, P
x
, x^. S) be a Markov process with a Markov transition function
(Pt(x, S)=l). Let ^ be a locally integrable (not necessarily positive) almost
additive functional of X, and let us define a system of kernels^ (Qt(x, dy)) on
Sby
(0.1) Qt(xyE) = Ex(At-lE(xt)),
where \E is the indicator of the set E. Qt(x, dy) is absolutely continuous with
respect to the transition function Pt(x, dy)=Px(xt^dy)i and the following
equation, called the characteristic equation, holds
(0.2) P
s
Qt+QsPt=Qs+t for any s, fe
If a system of kernels (Qt(x, dy); t^O) on S satisfies the characteristic
equation and if each Qt(xy dy) is absolutely continuous with respect to Pt{x, dy)
we will call it a system of characteristic kernels. The density of Qt(x, dy) with
(1) A map k(x, dy) from S X F(S) to ( — <χ>, oo] is called a kernel if it satisfies the following
properties:
(i) For each E<EF(S), k(-f E) is a F(S)-measurable function on S.
(ii) For each x^S} k(x, •) is a measure on ¥(S) with a finite total variation.
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respect to Pt(x, dy) is denoted by qt(x, y). As stated above any locally integrable
almost additive functional A defines a system of characteristic kernels by
(0.1). In such a case we will say that A represents (Qt). We can verify (section
2) that there exists at most one almost additive functional that represents (Qt).
If (Qt) is represented by (At) then we have (section 2)
(0.3) qt{x,y) = Ex(At\xt=y).
Therefore qt(x, y) is the conditional expectation of the corresponding almost
additive functional on the set of all trajectories that start from x and stay at y
at the time /. Recall that if (At) is a positive additive functional it is charac-
terized by its characteristic
m(t, x) = E
x
(At) = Qf(x, S).
However if (At) has expectation zero it is evident that (At) can not be charac-
terized by m(ty x)=Qt(χ, S). Hence it is natural to ask under what conditions a
given system of characteristic kernels is represented by a locally integrable
almost additive functional. This problem is solved in Theorem 2 of section 3.
In section 4 the system of characteristic kernels which corresponds to a
square-integrable almost additive functional with expectation zero is discussed.
In the case of one-dimentional Brownian motion starting from the origin the
trajectory itself is a square-integrable additive functional with expectation zero,
and it is characterized by the coordinate function qt(0, y)=y* In general the
following theorem will be proved.
Theorem 1. Let (Qt(x, dy); t^O) be a system of characteristic kernels.
Then there exists a square-integrable almost additive functional with mean zero that
represents (Qt) if and only if there exists a characteristic m(t> x){2) such that
* qt(x, y)2Pt(x, dy) rg m(t, x)
Js
for any x^S and t^O, and Qtl=0 for any t^t
In section 5 we shall give some examples of (Qt) and (qt(x, y)).
In section 6 and thereafter we shall confine ourselves to deal with a Hunt
process with a reference measure. We shall prove that for each square-
integrable almost additive functional with expectation zero there exists an equi-
valent^ additive functional, and consequently, in the result of Theorem 1 we
can replace the term * Almost additive'' by the term "additive".
Finally in section 7 some properties of the Laplace transform of charac-
(2) c.f. Definition 4.1.
(3) (A() and (Bt) are equivalent if At=Bt (a.s.) for any t.
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teristic kernels are studied. It seems important to know what properties of the
processes are reflected to the quantities described in section 7.
1. Preliminaries
Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space with a countable base for its
topology. Let Δ be a point adjoined to S as the point at infinity if S is non-
compact and as an isolated point if S is compact. Let B(S) be the topological
Borel field of S and let M(S) be the set of all bounded positive measures on S,
and F(S') be the completion of B(S) by the system of measures in M(S). Let
B(S) and F(S) be the sets of all bounded B(S)-measurable functions and bounded
F(iS)-measurable functions. Let W denote the space of all maps w from [0, oo]
into S U {Δ} such that w is right continuous and has left-hand limits on [0, oo),
zo(oo)z=Δ, and if w(t
o
)=A then w(t)=A for all t^t0. As usual xt(w)=w(t)
denotes the t-th coordinate function. The shift operator §t is defined on W b^y
z}tw(s)=w(t-\-s)> ϋtw is also denoted as wt+. Let ίBt be the σ-algebra of
subsets of W generated by the cylinder sets {w; x
s
(w)^A{ (s^t, A^B(S))y and
&=£/)„. We assume that for each x in SU{Δ} we are given a probability
measure on J3 satisfying:
( i ) P
x
(χ0(w)=x)=l for any * e S U {Δ}.
(ii) PX(A) is B(5)-measurable function of x for any Λ G J .
(iii) (Conservativity) P
x
(xt&S)= 1 for each Λ G S and 0<^ t< oo.
(iv) (Markov property) For each x^S, ί>0, and bounded immeasurable func-
tion η on Wy we have
E
s
(v{wn\£t) = Est(V) a.s.P,.
For each μ<EΞM(S) we define Pμ(A)=\pχ(A)μ(dx) for Λ G 5 and then
define 3r(3rt) to be the interesection over all /xE M(S) of the Pμ-completions of
^ ( ^ ) . Henceforth almost surely (abbreviated a.s.) means almost surely with
respect to each P
x
. Further we assume:
(v) EFt=%+= n ΞFS for each ί^O.
In this paper we shall deal with a Markov process X=(W> 3t, Λ?/(W), ^ , Pχy x
^ASU{Δ}) satisfying (i)—(v). As usual Pt(x9 dy)—Px(xt^dy) is the transition
probability of X.
DEFINITION 1.1. A (— oo, oo]-valued function Y(t> w) on [0, oo)χH7 is
said to be an additive functional of X if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1.1) For fixed t, Y(t, w) is ^-measurable. There exists W'dW, W'^ΞF
such that §tWfCiWf and PX(W')= 1 for all x<EΞ5, and for any fixed w<= W\
(1.2) y( , w) is finite and right continuous and has left limits.
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(1.3) Y(t+s, w)= Y(t9 w)+ Y(s9 ϋtw) for any ty s.
(1.4) Y(0, w)=0.
DEFINITION 1.2. F(ί, w) is said to be an almost additive functional ofX if
it satisfies (1.1) and
(1.2') Y( , w) is finite and right continuous and has left limits, (a.s.),
(1.40 y(0, «0=O (a.s.),
(1.5) P
x
(Y
s+t= Yt+ Yao&t)=l for any XΪΞS and t, s.
An almost additive functional Y is called locally integrable if E
x
(\ Yt\)<<*>
for any ί^O and x^S.
DEFINITION 1.3. Let 9JΪ (resp. ςSJla) be the class of all additive (resp. almost
additive) functionals such that
(1.6) E
x
(Yt")<oo and,
(1.7) E
x
(Yt)=0 for any s, t and xEΞS.
We now list a fundamental lemma on conditional expectations.
Lemma 1.1. Let η be a 3-measurable function on W and Gt be a countably
generated sub σ-algebra of SIt that makes xo(w) measurable. Suppose η is
Pμ-integrable for all μ^M(S), then we can take a version of conditional expectations
of η relative to Qt which is independent from the initial distribution
Proof. For any bounded immeasurable function ξ on W, E
x
(ξ E
x
(η \ St))
=E
x
(ξ-η) is a F(iS)-measurable function on S. Thus for each x^S R(x> dw)
=E
x
{η\Qt){w) Px{dw) is a measure on (W, 3t) and for each Λ G ^ R(x, Λ) is a
F(5)-measurabel function. Therefore a F(*S) X ώ^-measurable function e(x, w)
on Sx Wsuch that e(x, w)=E
x
(η\gt){w) (a.s. Px) exists [See 2. p.p. 194]. Set
d(w)=e(x
o
(w)> w). It is easy to verify
d(ϊD) = Eμ(η\St)(tD). a.s. Pμ.
for any μ^M(S).
We shall write the conditional expectation obtained in the above lemma by
E(' I Qt) omitting the subscript x or μ.
2. The densities of characteristic kernels
Let (Qt(xy dy)\ t^O) be a system of kernels<4> on SxF(S), and (Qt; t^
be the corresponding linear operators on F(S) defined as follows;
(4) c.f, footnote (1)
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(2.1)
DEFINITION 2.1. A system of kernels (Qt(xy dy)) is called a system of
characteristic kernels if the following properties are satisfied:
1. Qt(x, dy) is absolutely continuous with respect to Pt(xy dy) for each ί^O,
and if we denote by \QS\ (x, dy) the total variation of the measure Qs(x, dy)
then we have Pt \ Qs| 1< °o for any s, t^O.
2. For each χ(ΞSy sy t^O and feίF(S).
(2.2) Q
s
Ptf(x)+PsQtf(x)=Qs+tf(x).
(2.2) is called the characteristic equation.
Proposition 2.1. Let (At) be an almost additive functional with Ex(\At\)
<oo far every x£Ξ S and ί^O, and let Qt(x, E)=Ex(Ar lE{xt)) ( E E F ( S ) ) . Then
(Qt(xy dy); t^O) is a system of characteristic kernels.
Proof. That each Qt(x, dy) is a kernel follows from JBΛ.(|^4ί|)<oo. The
absolute continuity of Qt(x, dy) relative to Pt(x, dy) is obvious and
Pt\Qs\ί(x) = Ex(Ext(\As\))
= E
x
(\At+s-As\)^Ex(\At,s\)+Ex(\As\)<°o .
The characteristic equation follows from the almost additivity of (At) by a
simple calculation.
Proposition 2.2. It is necessary and sufficient for (Qt(xy dy); t^tO) to be
a system of characteristic kernels that the following properties are satisfied :
1. For each t^O there exists a Έ(S)xΈ(S)-measurable function qt(xy y) such
that it is Pt(x, )-integrable as a function of y and Qt(x, dy)—qt(xyy)
Pt(xy dy), and Ex( \qt(xsy xs+t) \ )<oo for any s^O and t^O.
2. For any s, t and u (O^s^t^u) we have
(2.3) E(qt_s(xsy xt)+qu-t{xty xu) \ xsy xuY5) = qu-s(xs> xu) (a.s.)
Proof. Suppose Qt(xy dy) is absolutely continuous with respect to Pt(xy dy).
Since Qt{Xy dy) is a measure with a finite total variation, the well known method
of differentiating one measure with respect to another [2. p.p. 194] is also appli-
cable here, and we can find a F(5) X F(S)-measurable version of the densities of
Qt(xy dy) with respect to Pt(xy dy). Once the F(S) X F(5)-measurability of
(5) E( \xSi xu) means a conditional expectation with respect to the completed Borel field
in Wgenerated by x
s
 and x
u
, which does not depend on the initial distribution, (c.f. Lemma 1.1.)
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qt(x, y) is proved, the proof of the equivalence of (2.2) and (2.3) is reduced to a
simple calculation on the Markov property, so is omitted.
REMARK. From (2.3) we can prove
(2.4) E( g qtj-tj-ptj-s *tj) I *v xin) = 9t
n
-t0(xt0y xtn) (a s )
for any sequence (tj)%0 such as *0^£*i= * ^**
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1.
and 2.2.
Proposition 2.3. Let (At) and (Qt) be those of Proposition 2.1., then we
have
(2.5) E(At-As I *„ xt) = qt_s(χMi xt) (a.s.)
for any O^s^t.
We shall confine ourselves to consider only systems of characteristic kernels
in the sequel.
Given any ί^O, let {Ttn=(0=to<t1<-~<tn<ή; n^>l} be a system of
partitions of the interval [0, ί]. Let <B" be the σ-algebra generated by (xtjy 0
tίjί^n, xt), and 3?tn be its completion. Set
(2.6) Atn(w) = Σ qtj-tjjxtj^ xtj)+qt-tn(xtn> xt)
j — l
Proposition 2.4. For each fixed t (A", ΞFtn, Px)n^1 is a martingale for
, and
(27)
Proof. If we let T1ί+1=(0=t
o
<t1—<tk<u<tb+1<
then
+1-u(χ«, a w ) 197)
.Σ
j — k + 2
ti-t,-S*t,-i. *t,)+qt-ιJί*t«, χt) •
The right-hand side is eual to At
n
 by the Markov property and (2.3). We have
Qtf(x)=Ex(qt(x, xt) f(xt))=Ex(At" f(xt)) from (2.4).
In the next section we will construct an almost additive functional from a
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given system of characteristic kernels. Here we guarantee its uniqueness.
Proposition 2.5. There exists at most one^ locally integrable almost additive
functional which represents (Qt)(7)-
Proof. If we are given two almost additive functionals (At) and (Bt) such
that E.(\At\)<oo, E.(\Bt\)<oo and Qtf{ )=E.(At-f(xt))=E.(Bt-f(xt)) for any
t^O and/eF(S) , applying the Markov property, we have E.{At η)=E.(Bt η)
for any t^O and any bounded ^-measurable function η. Therefore At=Bt
(a.s.) for any t^O.
3. Construction of an almost additive functional
Throughout this section we assume that we are given a system of charac-
teristic kernels (Qt(x, dy)\ t^O). Let St be the set of all finite partitions of the
interval [0, t]. For each T=(0=t
o
<t1<"'<tn<t)^St let «$,(T) be the σ-
algebra generated by (xtp 0<*j^n, xt) and SFt{T) be its completion. As in
(2.6) we define the random variable At(T) by
(3.1) At(T) = g qtj.tjJxtj_iy xtj)+qt-tn(xtn, xt) .
Proposition 2.4 shows that, for any T, T'<^St such that Γ c Γ ,
(3.2) At(T) = Ex(At(T')\ΞFt(T))
holds. This property will be used later.
In this section we shall frequently deal with the following particular type of
partitions. Let D be a denumerable dense subset of [0, oo] and let {Ttn(D)}n^1
be a system of partitions defined as follows;
(3.3) Ttn(D)<EΞSty and, for each n, s<EΞ Tt"(D) implies s(=D and ίG Tnt+\D\
(3.4) Ttn(D) increases with n so as to cover all points in D ΓΊ [0, f\.
We have V EFt
n(D)=£F, by virtue of the right continuity of the trajectories,
n
where 3t
n{D)=3t(Ttn(D)). At(Ttn(D)) is also denoted as Atn(D).
Theorem 2. Let (Qt) be a system of characteristic kernels. Then there
exists a locally integrable almost additive functional (At) with nonnegative expecta-
tion that represents (Qt), if and only if; for any t^O and xG S>
(3.5) QMx) ^ 0, lim Qh\(x) = 0, and
Λ*0
(6) Up to equivalence.
(7) On the word 'represent', see the introduction.
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(3.6) {Λt(T)\ T^St} is P^uniformly integrable, are satisfied.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a locally integrable almost additive func-
tional (At) with nonnegative mean that represents (Qt), then from (2.5),
E
-(Atk+1~Atk I *t» xtk+1) = Qtk+i-tk(xtk> xtkJ ( a s )
holds for any tfc, tk+1^ T^St, so
E.(Atk+-Atk 13JIT)) = qfk+1-ίk(xtk, xtk+1) (a.s.)
Therefore
At{T) = Ibqtj-tj-^tj-s Xtj) + <lt-tn(Xtn> Xt)
= E.(At\%(T)) (a.s.)
This together with the locally integrability of (At) yield that {At(T), T<=St} is
uniformly integrable. Qtί^0 follows from E.(At)7±0. To prove (3.5) we
note that (A
s
; O^s<^δ) is a submartingale on the closed interval [0, δ] for
any δ^O, and consequently (A
s
; 0<*s^δ) is uniformly integrable. These and
the right continuity of (At) prove
lim I Qh\{x) = lim Ex(Ah) = EX(AO) = 0 .
The proof of the converse is carried as follows: Let (Ttn)n^1 be a system of par-
titions of [0, t] consisting of rational points that satisfies (3.3) and (3.4) (D=
the set of all rational points), and let A"=Atn(D). Since (Afn)n^1 is a uniformly
integrable martingale, lim A" exists in the sense of the convergence in ZΛ We
will show that this limit satisfies (1.1) (1.4) and (1.5) of Definition 1.2. Next we
shall modify it so as to satisfy (1.2') by making use of the fact that it is a sub-
martingale on R+.
(1) From the last paragraph of section 2, (A", EFtn, Px)n^x is a martingale, where
SF"=3rt
n(D) for D the set of all rational points. Since it is uniformly integrable,
by a general theorem on martingale
P,(lim Atn = At)=l
At» = E(At\%») (a.s.)
where ^ί
ί
=limsuρ At
n
. Moreover At
n
 converges to At in L
ι(ζFtf Px). At is
obviously ^-measurable.
Now let D be any denumerable subset of [0, oo) that contains all rational
points, and {Stm=(O=so<s1< -<sm<t)czD}m^ί be a system of partitions of
[0, t] which satisfies (3.3) and (3.4).
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Set
Bt
m
 = Σ ?„-„_,(*.,_,, *.y)+?«-M l(*w *«) and
Bt
D
 = limsup 5 t
m
 .
Since D contains all rational points, (Stm)milZ)(Tt'')niι, so we can verify, from
(3.2),
Tending n to infinity, we have
At = E(BtD\xt; xs, s runs through all rational points in [0, t])
I QΓ \ Ώ D (*Λ <i\
If we take the next special D in the above argument,
D = ("all rational points in [0, oo)
r
[ (s+r; r, rational points of [0, t—s))
and if we put B2f=A
a
n+A*_
s
 ϋ8, then we have for any
»->oo
P
ίt(iϊ, = l i in^,")=l , and
Therefore A,=A
s
+At-,°ds (a.s.). This shows that (As) satisfies (1.5).
We have also E
x
(At-f(xt))= lim Ex{At"-f(xt))=Qtf{x) for any/e^S) from
n->oo
(2.7).
(2) The next argument to obtain a right continuous modification of (Λ
s
)
is a routine. Since ^?
s
 is £F5-measurable and EX(\AS\)<°° for any s, and (^ίs)
satisfies (1.5), we have
E
x
{At\3s) = i
^ ^ (a.s. P J for any O^
The last inequality follows from (3.5). Thus (A
s
> £F5, Pχ)s^0 forms a submar-
tingale. From the general theory of submartingale we know;
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P
x
(liτn A
r
 = At+ and lim Ar = At_ exist for any ΐ^O) = 1
r
: rational r
:
 rational
and At^Ex(At+1 %)=Ex(At+ \ 3?t+)=At+ (a.s.-PJ. Let (tn)n^x be a sequence of
rational points such as t
n
 j t(n f oo), since ^
Λ
 ^ . ( ^ 19* )^ (l^ w), (^ί
ίn
)
w
^i is
uniformly integrable, so we have E
x
(At+)= lim j Ex(Atn). But since QίMl(^)
«->oo
+lim 1 P / ρ ί β _ / l (*)=ρ / l (*) by (3.5), we have Ex{At)=Qt\{x)=\imQtn\{x)
= lim E
x
(Atn). Therefore At=At+ (a.s.). If we set At(w)= lim sup Ar(w),
We have ^rational
P
x
(At is right continuous and has left-hand limits in [0, °o))=:l.
Now using the facts obtained hitherto we get a locally integrable almost
additive functional (At), and E.(Arf(xt))=E.(At-f(xt))=Qtf for any *:>0 and
f£ΞF(S). In particular E.(At)=Qtl^0.
4. Characterization of functionals in W
Let (Qt) be a system of characteristic kernels. In this section we shall
further assume that the following conditions are satsfied;
(4.1) Qt(xy S) = Qt\(x) = ( qt(xy y)Pt(x, dy) = 0 for any ί^O and XΪΞS,
(4.2) f ^(x, y)2Pt{Xy dy)< oo for any *^0 and Λ?e S .
Note that (4.1), (4.2) and the Makov property yield
E
x
(( Σ ί/y-o.^y. ' Xh))2) = Σ % , - , , , ( * „ „ ^,)2) for 0 = ί o ^ :£*„ •
If
(4.3) sup [ Σ E^.^.Jx^, x
s
,)*)+E
x
{qt_Sm{xSm, xtf)]<oo for F ^
J
where sup is taken over all partitions of the interval [0, t], then
(Ytm =
Σ,
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is uniformly integrable for any t^O and any system (Dtm)tn^1 of partitions of
[0, t]. By Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.5 there exists a unique almost additive
functional which represents (Qt), and Ex(Yt)=Qtί(x)=0.
Proposition 4.1. (4.3) is a necessary and sufficient condition for (Yt) to be
an element o/3JΪΛ.
Proof. If (4.3) is satisfied, then (Ytn, £?/*, Px)n^ι is a square-integrable
martingale and sup E
x
((Ytn)2)<ooy so in the argument of the proof of Theorem
2 we can take Yt to be square-integrable. Conversely if (Y,)e2ϊϊα, then we have
E
x
(q
u
-S(xs, xu)2) = Ex(Ex(Ya-Ys\xs, xuf)
^E
x
((Y
u
-Y
s
γ), and
Σ
^ Σ E
x
((Yt- Y^tf+EJίY,- YtJ).
Since E
x
(Y
u
)=0 for Vu^O, the right-hand side is equal to
E
x
((±(Yt-Yt.^)+Yt-YtnY) = EX(Y*).
E
x
( Yt2) does not depend on the choice of a system of partitions, and the propo-
sition is proved.
Now we shall give some conditions that verify (4.3). From (2.3) we have
E
x
(q
u
-S(xs, O 2 ) 5S Es(qt.s(xΛ9 xt)2)+Ex(qu.t(xti xu)2)
for any s^t^u, so we can prove in the same way as in the proof of Darboux's
theorem in the theory of integration that
(4.4) lim [ Σ E ^ . J x , . ^ , xti)2)+Ex(qt.tn(xtn, xtf)]
(δ = max (max | ίy-ίy., I, I t-t
n
 \))
i
is equal to the left-hand side of (4.3) if the following condition (4.5) is satisfied.
Proposition 4.2. (4.3) is satisfied if:
(4.5) For any s^iO and x,
lim [max {sup E
x
(qh(xs, xs+h)2) , sup Ex(qh(xs_hy xs)2)}] = 0
810 h^8 h^8
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(4.6) For any t^0 and δ>0 there exists a constant b=b(δ, t, x) such that
Proof. Choose a δ > 0 and fix it. For any λe(0, δ] there exists a integer
n such that t€Ξ(nhy (n-\-\)K\ and from (4.6) there exists a s£Ξ(Oy h] such that
Σ E
x
( q h ( x s + C j . m , x s + J h ) 2 ) ^ b .
7 = 1
From the fact noted above this proposition, it is enough to prove that
(4.7) lim [E
x
(q
s
(x
oyxsγ)+ g Ex{qh{xs^_Ohy xs+Jh)2)
is finite. Since h j 0 implies s j 0 and t—s—(n— \)h | 0, lim E
x
(q
s
(x0, χs)2)=0
Λ4-0
and lim E
x
(qt_s_Qn_Oh(xs+Cn_Oh, ^) 2 )=0, so (4.7) is smaller than b.
To give another condition equivalent to (4.3), here we give a definition.
DEFINITION 4.1. A finite positive function m(t, x) on [0, oo)χ£ i
s
 called
a characteristic, if the following conditions are satisfied :
(C.I) m(t, )isF(S)-measurable
(C.2) lim m(t, x) = 0
(C.3) m(t+s, x) = w(ί,
Proposition 4.3. (4.3) is satisfied if and only if there exists a characteristic
m(ty x) such that
(4.8)
for any x and s.
Proof. If there exists a characteristic m(ty x) such that Ex(qs(xy xs)2)
^m(sy x)y then we have
' (n (r r \2\
x\Ίt — tn\ tn> t) )
= m(t, *)
(8) See Proposition 2.1 of [1].
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for any partition (O=t
o
<t1<~-<tn<t). m(ty x) does not depend on the
choice of partitions, and (4.3) is proved. The converse is proved if we put
m(s, x)=E
x
(Y
s
2)y where (Ys) is the functional in Sΰla constructed in Proposition
4.1.
[Proof of Theorem 1] Proposition 4.1 combined with Proposition 4.3
proves Theorem 1.
5. Examples
(1) Let h be an invariant function of the process X such that E
x
((h(xt)
—h(x0))2)<oo for any x and t, then Yt=h(xt)—h(x0) belongs to 3JiΛ. We have
(5.1) qt(x,y) = Ex(Yt\xt=y)=h(y)-h(x) for
P(t, Xy dy)—almost all y .
(5.2) QJ{x) = Pt(h'f)(x)-h(x)PJ(x)
(2) Let X.= (xti Px) be a one-dimentional Brownian motion on (— oo, oo),
and let Yt be the stochastic integral \ f(xs)dxs. We shall determine qt(x> y).
Jo
Since E0(f(xs)(xu-xs) | xt=x)
() t—s
we have
{xtj_χxt-xtj_d \xt = x)
= \tF(S)ds (a.s. Pt(x, dy)).
Jo
Since
\ ' ( T \ ~ lχ-yl'l/ιw "exp (~Ψϊr^)dyds
—sy t—
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by Fubini's theorem we have
(5.4) qt(0, *) = j ^ (x-y)f(y) G(y, x, t)dy , where
G(y, x, t) = \'( ' )'/2JL exp (-(»-*>U
 ' l\2πs(t-sy t-s.V\ 2st(t-s)
a
l>2{\-a)3'2 V \ 2ta{\-a)
We can verify that G(y, x, t)<oo for xΦy, and G(x, x, <)=cχ>.
By (5.3) we can exchange the order of integration and have
(5.5) Qtg(0) = \'^-(PJPt.sG-PsFPt_sg)(O)ds
Jot — S
where F{x)—xf{x)y G(x)=xg(x) and
(3) Let TL=(nty Pni n^N) be a Poisson process with parameter 1 and let
Pt(n, m)= tm~ne~t be its transition function. Then Yt=nt—n0—t
(m—n)\
belongs to 9Jί, and
qt(noy nt) = E( Yt \ noy nt) = nt—n0—t (a.s.)
so we have
(5.6) qt(ny m) = m—n—t, and
(5.7) Qtf(n) = g -^ e-\k-t)f(k+n).
6. aκ β = are
In and after this section we shall assume that the underlying Markov process
X=(Wy SFt, xt(w), dty Pχy Λ ; E S U { Δ } ) is a conservative Hunt process with a
reference measure, and shall freely use the standard properties of additive
functionals in 3JΪ as well as those of characteristics. (See [1].)
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In [4], it was shown that every finite almost additive functional satisfies the
strong Markov property;
&
σ
 = At+σ a.s.
t+σ
for any bounded Markov time σ and t^>0. So the same arguments as those
of Lemma 8.1-8.3 of [1] prove that nι(t, x)=E
x
(Xt2) is a regular characteristic
for any ( I J e l " . By Theorem 6.8 in [1] we know that a characteristic m(tf x)
is regular if and only if there exists a (unique up to equivalence) ^4ed + ( 9 )
such that m(ty x)=Ex(At).
Theorem 3. For every functional (Xt) in SSRa, there exists a unique equivalent
functional in 2Ji.
Proof. Choose any additive functional (Zt) in 9JΪ and set mo(t, x)
=E
x
(X
r
Zt). Since mo(t, x)=±-Ex(Xt+Ztγ—X-Ex{Xt-Z$ and Ex(Xt*)
=E
x
(At) for some (A^)EzC*y it can be verified that mo(t> x) is a regular charac-
teristic, so m
o
(t, x)=E
x
(Bt) for some {Bt)^C^lQ). We can prove as in [1] that
(6.1) E
x
(\f\ I B\r)^{E
x
{Xt2)-Ex{f-iZyt))^ for any / s S2(Z). From this
we can also prove Bt=g (Zyt for some g^. ^ 1 « Z » . If we let
fiV g(x)^N
g(x) —Ntίg(x)tί
then from (6.1) we have
and
{E
x
{\gN\-\g\<Z\)f*
< (E1XΆ)1'2 (ExigN ^ t))1'2— < (EJX*)y .
(E(\g\'\g\<z>)y>-κ Λ t)}
Tending N to infinity we have g2^β1((Zy), so we can define the stochastic
(9) Cι+ denotes the set of all continuous, positive, increasing, additive functionals such
that E
x
(At)< + 00 for all XSΞS and ί^O.
(10) C^CS-Cf
(11) f f
o
[tg(x
s
)dB
s
^\tg(x
s
)dB
s
-> for B=B+-
o Jo
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integral g Zt = \ g{xs) dZs.
Jo
In Proposition 12.3 of [1] it was proved that there exists a sequence
(F1, Y2 , , FΛ, ) in 501 such that F >'s are mutually orthogonal and
SOl=L{Y\ Y2,-., FΛ,.. ). For each;, let tnj(t,x)=E
x
(Yt'.Xt) and^.EΞ^(F')
be the function constructed as the above so as to nij(t, x)=E
x
(gj (Yjyt).
γm=f±g
r
YJ obviously belongs to 9Jί. Now we shall show EX((YW
— Yt
ίM1
γ)->0 (M, N-^oo) for each x and t. Then by the completeness of
3Jί Y= lim yt^ϊ must belong to SDΪ. It is enough to show the next inequality
(6-2) ±E
x
(g;.<Yi>t)^Ex{Xt>).
But this follows from
(6.3) 05Ξ2?,(OΪ,- Ytwγ) = £
-2 Σ ^ ( ^ fc 17))+ Σ
Since ^ ( F , - y#A)=JBjr(^.<yA>ί)=JBjr(J5:ί. F#*) for each A, and since
m=L(Y\ F 2,..., Fn, ), we have E
x
((Yt-Xt) Ut)=0 for any (I/#)ea», and
have also E
x
(( Yt—Xt). ^e~ΛSdUs)=Q. In particular if we let Ut=f(xt)—f(x0)
Jo
£~af)(χs)ds, where f=Gag^ and^eC(S), we have [*e"ΛsdU
s
=e'
Λtf(xt)
J
""ί(*.)Λ and,
Jo
(6.4)
 β
--'£ j r (/(* / ).(y / -
o
= 0.
The first term of (6.4) is equal to [°e-"EJ(Yt-Xt). (Ps-tg)(xt)ds. There-
Jt
fore if we set
φ(s) = E
x
(g(x
s
).(Y
s
-X
s
)) s£t
= E
x
((P
s
_tg)(xt).(Yt-Xt)) s>t
we have I e~*sφ(s)ds=0. φ(s) is a right continuous function in s^R+—t, so
Jo
we have <p(s)=0 for any s<^t from the uniqueness of the Laplace transform.
Thus we have E
x
(g(xt) (Yt~Xt))=0 for each g<=C(S), and therefore for each
(12) G«g = [°°e-«sP
s
gds
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g^F(S). By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.5., we conclude
Yt=Xt (a.s. Px) for any x and t.
Theorem 4. In the conclusion of Theorem 1 we can replace 3ftα by 2ft.
7. Some properties of the Laplace transform of characteristic
kernels corresponding to functionals in 2ft.
We shall denote by {Q}γ^) the characteristic kernels represented by
(Y,)e2ft. By Lemma 8.2. of [1] we can verify that QtίYJg{x) is continuous in
e~*JE
x
(ζY>ύ dt<oo
0
for all x and some α
o
>O. Set
(7.1) KΛ
ίYΊg{x) = \~e—Q,g(x)ds
Jo
Proposition 7.1. Let g<aF(S),f=Gag(a^a0) and Xa[g]t=f(xt)-f(x0)
+ \\g-af)(x
s
)ds.
Jo
Then
where φ» = <Y, X'\g]> .
2. (7.2)
Therefore K*[Y]g is the difference of regular a-excessive functions.
3. UmaK*lYlg(x) = 0.
4. Kal(x) = 0
Proof. Since
\'e—d(X'lg]). = e—f(xt)-f(x0)+\te-'ug(x.)ds,
Jo Jo
we have
—dφ. ) = E
x
(Y
= E
x
(Yte-*'f(xt))+Ex(Yt \'e-"g(x.)ds)
Jo
Tending t to infinity in the above, (7.2) follows from
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Ie-*'Qtf{x)I £ e-«'\\f\\{Ex{<Y\)r - 0 .
As for 3, IaK»g{x)\ <, a\\g\\
= Hil Γ ί - ^ F ^ r ώ - 0 (a ί oo)
Jo
4 is obvious.
Proposition 7.2.
(7.3)
 Jί:^(x)-^^)+(α-/3)(Jp:ΛG^(x)+G»^^(x)) = 0
, where K*=KalYi.
Proof. Let h(x)=Gβg(x), and
 s
i ' α =<F, XΛ[/ί]>. By Proposition 7.1,
£,( Γe-α ί#/)=^α/ί(Λ;)=^< 1 >G^(x) ) and Ex( [e-asdψ*)=e-atQtG»h(x)
JO Jθ
+E
x
(Y
r
\te-»°h(x
s
)ds).
Jo
The second term of the right-hand side is equal to
E
x
{ \'e—YMx,)ds) = E
x
( [e^YβJ ['e^"g{x
u
))duds)
J J Jo
-E
x
( ί
e
—
J
o Jo
e-*
uQ
u
g{x
s
)duds)
β—a
/8—a
But since
and
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we have
(Kg(x)
by tending t to infinity in the above equalities.
The next corollary shows that (KΛ
ίY{) posesses a composite entrance and
exit property.
Corollary 7.3.
(7.4) K« = (I-(a-β)G«)Kβ(I-(a-β)G«).
Next we shall give a relation between K*[Y} and Kaiz^ for Z=h> Y
= \ h(x
s
)dY
s
.
Jo
Proposition 7.4. Let Z= j h(x
s
)dY
s
 (h^£2{Y)), and U»(x)=Ex(Γe~*s
d«Y, X*[g]»
s
=K«lYlg(x), then we have
(7.5) K\zλg{x) = U»h(x) = Ex( Γ e—h(xs) J « Y, Xa[gJ»s).
Jo
Proof. K\zλg{x) = Ex( Γ β — r f « Z , X»[g]»s
J
EXAMPLES
h(x
s
)d«Y, X»[g]»
s
.
1. When Yt=h(xt)—h(x0) for some invariant function h of the process X
with E
x
(h(xt)-h(xQ))2<oo, we have K«f(x)=G«(h f)(x)-h(x)G«f(x).
S tf(xs)dxs as in example (2) of section 5, we have
0
<Y, X»[g]> = <\f(x
s
)dx
s
, \ gradG»g(x
s
)dx
s
y
Jo Jo
G*g(x
s
)ds, so K»g(x) = GΛ(/grad G»g)(x).
3. As for example (3) of section 5, we have
K
 m
f{n)=\~e-QJ(n)dt
Jo
Σ
4=0
If we set a
n
= * — - -
 k \ * , we have lim 1 ^ = - J — < 1 , so
( + 1 ) * ( + l ) f c + 1 | β j α+1n
= \ ,  ve li  < 1 s(α+1)* (α+l) f c + 1 |βj α+1 α+1
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! akf(k-\-ή) is absolutely convergent. Since we can verify
Σ 4r Γtke-t«+1»(k-t)dtf(k+n)
»=»«! Jo
1 ^
α+lί=i
we have
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